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1. Introduction. With reference to problems in elasticity, the terms "small

displacement," "finite displacement," "small strain" and "finite strain" have

the following meanings which will be made more precise later. If the displace-

ment of every particle in a strained elastic body is much smaller than the

greatest linear dimension of the body, the displacement is small; otherwise

it is finite. If the elongation per unit length of every element in the body is

much smaller than unity the strain is small; otherwise it is finite.

Only those problems involving small strain lie within the scope of ordinary

mathematical elasticity. In most problems the strain is small only if the dis-

placement is also small. However, in the case of thin rods and plates the

displacement may be finite and yet the resulting strain may be small. Such

finite displacement of thin rods will be considered in this paper. At a later

date it is proposed to deal with the corresponding problem for thin plates.

The usual theory of the finite displacement of thin rods is due chiefly to

Kirchhoff: it has been the subject of a number of papers going back nearly a

hundred years (2). An account of the essentials of the Kirchhoff theory has

Presented to the Society, April 11, 1941; received by the editors December 4, 1940.

(') Thi= paper was written originally with the aid of a scholarship from the National Re-

search Council of Canada, and was revised at Armour Institute of Technology, Chicago.

(2) B. de Saint-Venant, Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences, Paris, vol. 17 (1843),

pp. 942-945, 1020-1031; vol. 19 (1844), pp. 36^4, 181-187. J. Binet, ibid., vol. 18 (1844),
pp. 1115-1119. Wantzel, ibid., vol. 18 (1844), pp. 1197-1201. G. Kirchhoff, Journal für die
reine und angewandte Mathematik (Crelle), vol. 56 (1859), pp. 285-313, or Vorlesungen über
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been given by Love(3). This theory appears to be in need of certain improve-

ments which it is the purpose of the present paper to present. First, in order to

deduce the equations governing the finite displacement of a thin rod naturally

curved, it was necessary to assume that the rod was displaced to its final posi-

tion through an intermediate stage in which the rod was straight. No such

artificiality is required in the present paper. Secondly, approximation was in-

troduced in a somewhat haphazard fashion. In the present paper approxima-

tion is introduced systematically in a manner which permits a theoretical

solution of the problem to any desired degree of accuracy. The method is that

of development in a power series in a small dimensionless parameter e which

tends to zero with the sectional area of the rod. This method was used by

G. D. Birkhoff and others for thin plates(4); it has also been used for thin

membranes(6) and for beams undergoing small displacement^).

Synopsis. In this paper we consider rods of uniform cross-section with the

external forces acting only on the ends.

The method of tensor calculus is used. Solutions are sought for the equa-

tions of equilibrium and compatibility by means of a systematic method of

approximation. These solutions contain certain arbitrary functions which can

be determined by applying the same method of approximation to certain

macroscopic equations of equilibrium. These macroscopic equations of equi-

librium express the fact that each element of the rod lying between adjacent

cross-sections is in equilibrium under the action of forces acting on its ends.

Even though the strain is small, in this work we require stress-strain relations

which are more accurate than the usual relations. These relations involve five

clastic constants whereas the usual relations involve only two.

The method of approximation hinges on a dimensionless parameter e in-

troduced in the following manner. We consider a singly infinite sequence of

thin rods with identical lines of centroids of equal lengths, and with cross-

mathematische Physik, Mechanik, 3rd edition, Leipzig, 1883. A. Clebsch, Theorie der Elasticität,

Leipzig, 1862, Part 4, or Théorie de l'Elasticité, Paris, 1881, chap. 4. A. B. Basset, Proceedings

of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 23 (1891-1892), pp. 105-127; American Journal of

Mathematics, vol. 17 (1895), pp. 281-317.

(3) A. E. H. Love, Elasticity, 4th edition, Cambridge, 1934, chap. 18.

(<■) G. D. Birkhoff, Philosophical Magazine, vol. 43 (1922), pp. 953-962. C. A. Garabedian,
these Transactions, vol. 25 (1923), pp. 343-398; Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences,

Paris, vol. 177 (1923), pp. 942-944; vol. 178 (1924), pp. 619-621; vol. 179 (1924), pp. 381-384;

vol. 180 (1925), pp. 257-259; vol. 181 (1925), pp. 319-321; vol. 186 (1928), pp. 1518-1520; vol.
195 (1932), pp. 1369-1371. H. W. Sibert, these Transactions, vol. 33 (1931), pp. 329-369.

R. Higdon and D. L. Holl, Duke Mathematical Journal, vol. 3 (1937), pp. 18-34.
(') J. L. Synge, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, (A), vol. 231 (1933),

pp. 435-477; Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, (3), section III, vol. 31 (1937),

pp. 57-81. G. E. Hay, Canadian Journal of Research, (A), vol. 17 (1939), pp. 106-121; vol. 17

(1939), pp. 123-140.
(6) J. N. Goodier, Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, (3), section III, vol. 32

(1938), pp. 1-25.
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sections having average diameters continuously decreasing to zero. We define

e by the relation

average diameter of cross-section of unstrained rod

length of unstrained rod

6 then varies in the interval 0<e<5, where 5 is much smaller than unity.

Frequently we shall find it convenient to refer to the order of magnitude

of certain quantities. By definition, a quantity q is said to have the order of

magnitude of er, or to be of order er, if q/eT tends to a finite nonzero limit as e

tends to zero. Quantities of order e° are said to be finite.

Let us now consider the problem as a whole. A rod of given geometrical

form is subjected at one end to a given force-system (force and couple). It

takes up some equilibrium configuration under the action of the given force-

system and a suitable force-system applied to the other end. Thus the prob-

lem may be considered as characterized by

(a) the geometrical form of the unstrained rod,

(b) the force-system applied to one end.

When these are given, the problem is to determine the geometrical form of

the unstrained rod by solving the equations of equilibrium and compatibility

together with the macroscopic equations of equilibrium. It is found that—

(a) When the applied force-system is of order «2 or lower, the strain is

finite.

(b) When the applied force-system is of order e6 or higher the displace-

ment is small.

(c) When the applied force-system is of order e3 or e4, the displacement is

in general finite, while the strain is either finite or small depending on the

configuration of the unstrained rod and on the individual components of the

applied force-system. We are interested only in those problems in which

the displacement is finite and the strain small. It is found that all problems

in which this is the case fall naturally into three classes which will now be

discussed in turn.

In problems of Class (i) the unstrained rod has in general an arbitrary

finite twist and curvature. The given force-system applied to one end is of

order e4 but is otherwise arbitrary. In the strained rod the twist and curvature

are in general finite and can be found by the first approximation (Kirchhoff

theory) while the elongation per unit length is of order e2 and can be found

only by recourse to the second approximation.

In problems of Class (ii) the unstrained rod has again in general an arbi-

trary finite twist and curvature, but the given force-system applied to one

end of the rod consists of an arbitrary force of order t3 (much larger than in

Class (i)), an arbitrary twisting couple of order e4, and a particular bending

couple of order e4. The strained rod is nearly straight, with its line of centroids

coinciding approximately with the line of action of the given force applied
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to the end. In the strained rod the twist (which is finite), the curvature (of

order e) and the elongation per unit length (of order e) can all be found by

the first approximation. When the magnitude of the curvature is reduced in

this way from order e° (finite) to order e (small), the rod will be referred to as

"straightened." An example of such straightening is worked out in §13.

Class (iii) is a particular case of Class (i). It arises when the form of the

unstrained rod is such that two special conditions ((10.20) or (10.21)) are

satisfied and the given terminal force-system consists of an arbitrary force

and a particular bending couple both of order e4, the bending couple being so

chosen that the strained rod is "straightened." In the strained rod the twist

is the same as in the unstrained state, while the curvature (of order «) and

the elongation per unit length (of order e2) can be found only by recourse to

the second approximation. A problem of Class (iii) is worked out in §13.

2. The unstrained rod. A mathematical investigation involving rods is

greatly facilitated by the use of such concepts as "normal cross-section" and

"line of centroids." Since these are rather difficult to define for a general

curved rod, the present investigation will be limited to those rods which, in

the unstrained state, can be defined in the following manner. In Figure la,

a c

Fig. 1. The unstrained rod: A is a cross-section of the rod, C is the centroid of A, and M is

the line of centroids

A is a region bounded by a general closed plane curve, and C is the centroid of

N. In Figure lb, M is a general regular skew curve. The rod is generated by N

when C moves along M with the plane of N normal to M, as shown in Fig-

ure lb. When a rod is defined in this manner, it has a uniform normal cross-

section N and a line of centroids M. Since the rod is to be thin, it is certainly

necessary that

(maximum diameter of N)/(length of M) < 1.

Curvilinear coordinates xl (i = 0, 1, 2) will be used: x° is the arc length

measured along M from one end of the rod to C: xl and x2 are rectangular

cartesian coordinates in the cross-section through C, with origin at C and
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the principal axes of inertia of the cross-section as axes. Latin indices will

have the range 0, 1, 2; Greek indices the range 1, 2; and, in accordance with

the usual convention, repeated indices will indicate summation over the ap-

propriate ranges. The line element in the rod will then be of the form

(2.1) ds2 = gijdxWx',

where gn is the metric tensor and in —in- Because of the nature of the coordi-

nate system,

(2.2) (foo)c = 1, (goa)c = 0,        gaß = 5ß,

where ô| is the Kronecker delta and (gn)c means that f „• is to be evaluated at

the point C on M (where x" = 0).

At each point C on M there is an orthogonal triad associated with the

coordinate axes. To describe the configuration of M, we shall use a rotation

vector ¿' specifying the rotation of this triad as C moves along M: ¿j'X« is then

the rotation per unit length about the direction of a unit vector X,-, and ¿>°

and ¿j" will be referred to respectively as the twist and curvature of the un-

strained rod. The use of ¿° rather than the ordinary components of curvature

brings a greater symmetry into subsequent equations.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the derivation of (2.8), which

expresses w1 in terms of g,-,-.

Fig. 2. A part of the unstrained rod

Two adjacent points C (x°) and C" (x0-f-dx<>) are taken on the line of cen-

troids M (Figure 2): N and N' denote the cross-sections at C and C", respec-

tively. The positions relative to C of points lying in N and near C will be

denoted by infinitesimal vectors (ôxa)c- Similarly the positions relative to C

of points lying in N' will be denoted by {ôxa)c>. Corresponding to any point

in Ñ there is a point in N' for which (8x")c = (dxa)c', and all the points in W

can be brought into coincidence with the corresponding points in N' by a

rigid-body displacement, which can be accomplished in two steps: (i) a rigid-

body translation in which C moves into coincidence with C and N moves

into a new position N"; (ii) a rigid-body rotation in which each point in N"

moves into coincidence with the corresponding point in N'.
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In step (i), each vector (èx")c is propagated parallelly from C to C'¿ The

x°-component of all vectors in the field produced by this parallel propagation

vanishes in general only at C. Presently, differentiation will be performed with

respect to the components at C of this vector field. Thus it is necessary to

introduce a third component (ox0)- which will be allowed to vanish after the

differentiation has been performed. As a result of step (i), (èx')c becomes an

infinitesimal vector in N" at C with components

(2.3) (Sx)d - (F4jo)c(5xi)ddx°,

where F]k is the Christoffel symbol of the second kind in |t),

(2.4) FÍk = ioÍ^r+d^-^):
\ dx1 dxk dxl I

5'' is the minor of g„ in the determinant \ga\ divided by that determinant,

and (F)k)c represents F1^ evaluated at C (where xa = 0).

As a result of step (ii), (2.3) becomes (ôV)c', and since (Sx')c = (Sxi)c',

the infinitesimal displacement produced by the rigid-body rotation in step (ii)

is

(2.5) ü  = (FÍoMSxAcdx0.

This rigid-body rotation is specified by the skew-symmetric tensor

- 1 /   düj düi   \        1        / dgQj       dgoi \
2.6) Qu; = — (-)=— dA——-— J.

2 Xd^x^c      d(5x>)c/       2       \ dx1 dx' )

It can also be specified by the contravariant vector œ'dx0, such that Xíco'í/x0

is the angle of rotation about a direction specified by a unit vector X,-. If

g= \gij\ and c'ik are the permutation symbols(7), then

t       0 —l/t _   ijk —
(2.7) u dx   = |(g      )cc    üik,

whence, since (g)c = 0 by (2.2),

(2.8) fi.-jW^
\ dx' )(

The differentiation with respect to (ôxl)ir has been performed and we now set

(5x°)- = 0. This does not alter (2.8), which thus expresses the rotation vector ¿i*

of the unstrained rod in terms of g;3-, as required.

3. The strained rod. When the rod defined in §2 is acted upon by certain

external forces, it is displaced finitely and experiences a small strain. The

(7) For an explanation of the permutation symbols and their tensor character, see, for ex-

ample. O. Veblen, Invariants of Quadratic Differential Forms, Cambridge, 1927, pp. 3-4, 25-26.
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strained positions of the line of centroids M, the cross-section N, and the

point C on both of them will be denoted by M, N and C respectively: M, N

and C will be referred to as the strained line of centroids, the strained cross-

section and the strained centroid of the cross-section of the rod, respectively. It

will be noted that in general N is a curved surface.

In the unstrained rod, the coordinates associated with a general particle

are x' {i = 0, 1, 2). In the strained rod the same coordinates will be used to

specify the same particle. Such coordinates are called co-moving coordinates.

They are a particular set belonging to the more general coordinates used by

Murnaghan(8). Thus, the line element in the strained rod will be of the form

(3.1) ds2 = gijdx^x',

where g,-,- is the metric tensor and gn = gn.

In §2, a rotation vector co1' was determined for the unstrained rod. For

the strained rod, a rotation vector co1' can be defined somewhat analogously:

co° and co" will be referred to respectively as the twist and curvature of the

strained rod. We shall now derive (3.7), which expresses co* in terms of g„ and

is thus the analogue of (2.8).

x°+dx°

Fig. 3. A part of the strained rod

Two adjacent points C {x°) and C (x°+dx°) ^are taken on the line of

centroids M (Figure 3) : N and N' denote the cross-sections at C and C, re-

spectively. The positions relative to C of points lying in .¿V and near C will

be denoted by infinitesimal vectors (5xa)c. Similarly the positions relative

to C of points lying in N' will be denoted by (ôx")c. Corresponding to any

point in 7Y and near C there is a point in N' for which (8xa)c = (oxa)c>, and

each point in 7Y can be brought into coincidence with the corresponding point

in N' by certain displacements. These displacements can be accomplished in

two steps: (i) a rigid-body translation in which C moves into coincidence with

C and N moves into a new position N" ; (ii) a system of displacements in

which each point in N" near C moves into coincidence with the correspond-

ing point in TV'.

In step (i), each vector (ôxa)c is propagated parallelly from C to C". Just

(8) F. D. Murnaghan, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 59 (1937), pp. 235-260.
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as in §2, it is necessary to assume that the infinitesimal vectors (ôxa)c have

a third component (ôx°)c which can be allowed to vanish only after w{ has

been evaluated. Thus (5x{)c becomes an infinitesimal vector in N" at C with

components

(3.2) Sx - (F\)c(hx)cdx\

where F}t is the Christoffel symbol of the second kind in g,,-,

\ dx'        dxk        dx' /

g*' is the minor of gn in the determinant |g¿,| divided by that determinant,

and (Fjk)c represents F]k evaluated at C (where x" = 0).

As a result of step (ii), (3.2) becomes (ôx{)c; and since (Ôxi)c = (àxi)c, the

system of infinitesimal displacements in step (ii) is

(3.4) u  = (F)o)c(5x)cdxa.

This system of displacements can be considered as accomplished by means of

a hypothetical homogeneous strain. This strain can be resolved into a pure

strain and a rigid-body rotation. The rigid-body rotation is specified by the

skew-symmetric tensor

(3.5)     oi, = if-^---^-ui^f^--^y
2 \a(5¡c0c      d(ôx')c/       2       \ dx'        dx' )

It can also be specified by a contravariant vector w'dx0 such that Xtw*dx° is

the angle of rotation about a direction specified by a unit vector X,. If g = \ gi,\

and ciik are the permutation symbols, then

(3.6) «'ax0 = h(rw)cciikQjk,

whence

(3.7) M< = Wik(g~m^-)  ■
\ dxi)c

The differentiation with respect to (5xl')c has been performed and we now set

(6x°)c = 0. This does not alter (3.7), which thus expresses the rotation vector co*

of the strained rod in terms of gn, as required. This rotation vector refers to

the rotation, as C moves along M, of the principal axes at C of the hypotheti-

cal strain introduced above. It will be noted that it does not refer to the rota-

tion of a triad of vectors associated with the coordinate axes at C as C moves

along the line of centroids M.

The elongation per unit length e of an element in the rod is accurately

ds — ds
(3.8) e =-= (gijdxidx>yi2(gkldxkdxl)-u2 - 1.

ds
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For the line of centroids,

dxa = 0,

gn are as given in (2.2), and thus

(3.9) e = (goo)c/2 - 1,

where the subscript C means that the expression in parenthesis is to be evalu-

ated at C on the line of centroids.

It will be observed that all arguments in §3 are purely geometrical, and

do not actually involve any assumption that the strain is small.

4. Stress-strain relations. The strain tensor(9) e¿, is defined by

(4.1) lea = gn - gn-

Since the strain is to be small, the elongation per unit length of each element

in the rod must be much smaller than unity. Thus, by (3.8), e¿3- must be <5C1.

The usual stress-strain relations for an isotropic elastic body involve two

elastic constants, and in their development all powers of the stress and strain

tensors above the first are neglected. Stress-strain relations which involve five

elastic constants, and in the development of which all powers of the stress

and strain tensors above the second are neglected, have been deduced from

considerations of elastic energy by Murnaghan(10). In this paper we shall re-

quire the latter relations, and in terms of a reduced stress tensor 7\-, defined by

(4.2) Eij=ETij,

E being Young's modulus and En the stress tensor, they take the form

2
en = - o-Kxgij + (1 + o-)Ti¡ - (ffi (Kx) + OiK¿)gij

+ (1 + o- + tràKiTi, + 2(1 + »)«r«f«ri< + (ftKii,

where a is Poisson's ratio, <rx, a2, a3 are three new elastic constants which are

dimensionless, and

Kx = T\i,

(4.4) 2K2 = SÜT-T-,

phi      m    n

2Kij = giP5jmnTkT¡,

Su, àfiïîn being Kronecker deltas(n). If on the right side of (4.3) only the first

two terms are retained, the two-constant stress-strain relations result.

(") For a more detailed account of the application of tensor notation to elasticity, see, for

example, P. Appell, Mécanique Rationnelle, vol. 5, Paris, 1926, p. 91.

(l0) F. D. Murnaghan, loc. cit. See also L. Brillouin, Annales de Physique, vol. 3 (1925),

pp. 251-297.
(u) For an explanation of the Kronecker deltas, see, for example, O. Veblen, loc. cit.
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5. Equations of equilibrium and compatibility. Except in §2, which dealt

with the geometry of the unstrained rod, throughout this paper the metric

tensor gi, of the strained rod and its tensor reciprocal gij will be used for lower-

ing and raising suffixes, and also for forming tensorial derivatives.

Body forces are neglected. Thus, in terms of the reduced stress tensor Tih

the equations of equilibrium are

(5.1) ^„ = 0,

where \j signifies the covariant derivative. Since the space defined for the

strained rod by (3.1) is flat, its curvature tensor 2?,-,*i must vanish, i.e.,

àhn          d2gjk          d2gik          d2gjl
¿Kijki =-1-

(5.2) dx'dxk      dxldxl       dx'dx1       dx'dx*

+ 2gnp(FnjkFu - F)iFPik) = 0,

where F]k are defined in (3.3). Contained in (5.2) are just six distinct equa-

tions,

■RoiOl   =   Poi02   =   RùïOi   =  0,

(5.3)
i?1220   —   i?1201   —  Rlili  =  0.

In elastic problems involving small displacement only, (5.3) reduce to the

usual equations of compatibility. Because of this, in the present work (5.3)

will be called the equations of compatibility.

We let «¿ denote the covariant components of a unit vector pointing along

the outward normal to the lateral surface of the rod. Thus, since no stress is

transmitted across this surface,

(5.4) Tijg'knk = 0.

6. Macroscopic equations of equilibrium. In this paper it is found neces-

sary to introduce certain equations which express the equilibrium of each ele-

ment of the rod lying between adjacent cross-sections. These equations will

be called the macroscopic equations of equilibrium, the word "macroscopic" in-

dicating that the equations involve an integration over the cross-section of

the rod.
In Figure 3, C is a point on the line of centroids M of the strained rod and

N is the cross-section containing C. The reaction across N is statically equiva-

lent to a force at C and a couple. The force will be denoted by EPi and the

couple by EQ¡, where E is Young's modulus. Thus, if (X')c is any unit vector

at C, then £Pt(Xl)c and £Çi(X')e are, respectively, the component of the force

in the direction (X')c and the moment of the couple about that direction. The

quantities P¿ and Qi are functions of x° only. They will be called reduced force

and reduced couple, and are actually a force and a couple divided by Young's

modulus. They satisfy the relations
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(6.1) PiWc =   f TijvWdS,

(6.2) Qi(\i)c =   f g-lih''k\ispjTklV'dS,
J N

where dS is an element of area on N, 7\, is the reduced stiess tensor, ciik is

a permutation symbol, g is the determinant \gn\, X* is a unit vector defined

at a point on N by parallel propagation of (X')c from C, v' is a unit vector

normal to N in the direction of increasing x°, /¿; is a unit vector at x" on N

tangent to the straight line drawn from C, and s is the length of this straight

line. The explicit evaluation of P¡ and Q,- will be accomplished later (§8) by

use of (6.1) and (6.2) ; and in preparation for this, expressions for X\ v' and spt

will now be derived in turn.

At points on N

(6.3) X; = (V)c+ x«(-)  + • ■ • ,

and since X' is propagated parallelly,

d\' i    k
(6.4) -+Fjk\   = 0.

dx'

Thus

(6.5) X   = (X')c - xa(Fiak)c(\)c + ■ ■ ■ .

For v' we have

(6.6) VB   =   (g0,V/2,       Va   =   0,       V°   =   (g00)1'2,       V   =   g°0(gOO)-W2_

The evaluation of sp{ is more difficult. In order to give full power to the

indicial notation, the coordinates of the initial point of the straight line of

which 5 is the length and ¿u¿ the unit tangent vector at x' will be denoted by a'.

A straight line is a geodesic in three dimensions, and from variation of the end

point of such a geodesic, it is known that

ds
(6.7) «"TV

dx'

Also, for such a geodesic as long as the point x' is near the point a', it can be

shown that

S   = ^ii)^ai(x'- a^ix'- a)

+   (gijFmn)xl=a'(x    —   tt)(x      —   Ü    )(x     —   O  )   +   •  •  •   ,

correct to the third order in x' — a'. Thus by (6.7),
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(6.9)

ds2 f j
2sm =- = 2{gi,)xi-ai(x  — a )

ÓV
j m m        n n

+ (gijFmn)xi=ai(x   — a )(x   —a)

+ 2(gmnFi,)xi=ai(x   — a )(x  — a ) + ■ ■ ■ .

In order to evaluate spi as it occurs in (6.2), we set

a» = x°, a" = 0,

obtaining

(6.10) spit = (gia)cxa + h{gijFU)cx"x  + {ganFnip)cx"x  + ■ • • .

In Figure 3, it is recalled that C (x°) and C (x°-r-dx°) are adjacent points

on the line of centroids M of the strained rod, and that N and N' are the cross-

sections containing C and C, respectively. The conditions of statical equilib-

rium for the part of the rod lying between 7Y and N' are

(6.11) - (X«P,)c + (VPOc = 0,

(6.12) - (X«Q,)c + (X<e<)c + c4,*(rl'*XííM/l,*)c' = 0,

where P¿, Q¿ and g are as defined above, (X*)c is a unit vector at C produced

by parallel propagation of (X')c from C, Pi is the unit vector at C tangent to

the geodesic drawn from C and 5 is the length of this geodesic. Now

/dPi\
{Pi)c' = (PJcl-    cfx°+...  ,

\dx°/c
(6.13)

(e.)c = (Qi)c + (~) <**• + •••,
\dx°/c

(6.14) (XV = (XOc +   — ) dx° + • • • .
\dx°/c

Since X* is propagated parallelly along M, (6.14) can be written in the form

(6.15) (XV = (X*)c - (Fj0)c(h%dx° H-,

where Fjk is the Christoffel symbol defined in (3.3). To evaluate spi as it

occurs in (6.12), we set xa = aa = 0, x° —a° = dx° in (6.10). Then by substitu-

tion for spi, and for (XV from (6.15), it is found that (6.11) and (6.12) take

the following forms, correct to the first order in dx°,

/ idPi        i      A
(6.16) X-Fi0P,\      = 0,

\    dx° /c

/ i dQi i      i        -1/2 jki     _       ¡\
(6.17) X—--FißjK+g     c    g„Pkgu\)   =0,

\    dx° /c
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whence, since (X*)c is an arbitrary unit vector,

dPi j
(6.18) — - (FU)cPi = 0,

dx"

(6.19) ^ - (F*)cQ, + {fmgiicmg*)cPi - 0.
dx"

These are the macroscopic equations of equilibrium. They can be found easily

in vector form by vector methods. However, in that form they do not lend

themselves to the method of approximation used in the present paper.

7. The method of approximation. The metric tensor g„- of the strained rod,

the strain tensor e¿,- and the reduced stress tensor 7\,- are all unknown. They

are interrelated by (4.1) and by the stress-strain relations (4.3). They are to

be determined by solving the equations of equilibrium (5.1) and the equations

of compatibility (5.3). In order to solve these equations, approximation is in-

troduced based on the thinness of the rod. In previous treatments of the

problem, the manner in which this approximation was introduced suffered

from certain defects which have been mentioned earlier. In this paper the ap-

proximation is introduced in the following systematic way.

We consider a singly infinite sequence of thin rods with identical lines of

centroids of equal finite lengths, and similar cross-sections with average di-

ameters continuously decreasing to zero. The relation

average diameter of cross-section of unstrained rod

length of unstrained rod

thus defines a dimensionless small parameter € ranging continuously toward

zero over values smaller than unity.

With regard to order of magnitude, a quantity q will be referred to as of

order tr (r = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) if q/er tends to a non-infinite, nonzero limit as e tends

to zero. A quantity of order e° will be referred to as finite. For example, if /

is the length of the line of centroids of the unstrained rod and E is Young's

modulus, then ler is a length of order e', El2er and El3er are respectively a

force and a couple of order er, er/l is a curvature of order eT, and so on for

reduced force, reduced couple, etc.

We limit ourselves to rods of uniform cross-section, and since all rods in

the sequence have similar cross-sections, the equation of their lateral surfaces

takes the form

(t'3-(7.2) >v7'7J-°-
It will be recalled that xa (a=l, 2) are rectangular cartesian coordinates in

a general normal cross-section of the unstrained rod, while x° is the arc-length
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of the line of centroids of the unstrained rod. Since the range of x" is much

smaller than that of x°, new coordinates are introduced to replace x". They

are defined by

(7.3) x" = e$«,

so that the ranges of x° and £° are all finite. Thus (7.2) becomes

(7.4) /(£\ £2)=0.

The metric tensor |„- of the unstrained rod is assumed known. It is a

function of x° and the relatively small coordinates x". It is assumed that g a

can be expanded in Taylor series in xa, and since

(giV_o = ¿vV

(by (2.2)), we then have

» <»(<*) ,    2   a  B   (a/3)

(7.5) g<i = Si + *Hgii  + htùn    +■■■ ,

where

(7.6) gn   =(— j       ,        g.y    = (t7T1J      '••

There are similar expansions for 5"',

-ii » a-ii(a) .   2   or  B-ii(aB)

(7.7) &' = «,- + «{&'     + ** € r«        H-,

where the coefficients hii(a), hii(-aß), • ■ ■ are defined by equations analogous

to (7.6), and since the relations f/j,5**=8/ are true for all values of e and £<*,

these coefficients are related to the coefficients in (7.5) by

(7.8) 6 =   -  g,-y   , ¿> =   2gi* gy*    -  giy      ,   •   •   ■   .

We note that gn is finite when i=j, and is of order e when i^j.

It will be assumed that the components of the unknown metric tensor g„-

of the strained rod in equilibrium admit expansions in powers of í,

(7.9) giy = giy<o) + egiyu) + i2giy<2) + • • • ,

the coefficients being regular functions of x°, fa. From (4.1) it then follows

that there are expansions for the strain tensor

(7.10) e.y = Ciy(o) + e«<y<i) + • • • ,

and because of the stress-strain relations, for the reduced stress tensor,

(7.11) r,y= Ttm + tTim) +

To confine our attention to small strain, we must limit ourselves to those

cases where
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(7.12) eim = 0.

Then, since strain and stress must vanish simultaneously to the same order

of magnitude,

(7.13) Tijm=0.

When we substitute in (4.1) the power series (7.5), (7.9) and (7.10) and equate

coefficients of powers of «, we obtain, by use of (7.12),

i (a)   a (aß)   a  ß

(7.14) gijm = S,-, 2e,;(i, = gija) - gn £ ,  2eijm = gijm — ̂ gij   £ £ , • • • •

These equations relate the coefficients in (7.9) and (7.10). By means of the

stress-strain relations (4.3), we can also relate the coefficients in (7.10) and

(7.11), or (7.9) and (7.11). Only the latter relations will be required. They

appear in the following section (equations (8.10), (8.11)).

In (7.9), (7.10) and (7.11), the coefficients of e° are known. If for any prob-

lem we determine all the remaining coefficients, we shall have solved that

problem exactly. If we determine only the coefficients up to and including

those of €n, we shall have obtained an approximate solution of the problem

to within an error of order en+1, and the smaller e (i.e., the thinner the rod),

the better the approximation. In order to derive equations to be solved for

the unknown coefficients in (7.9), (7.10) and (7.11), we shall express as power

series in e with coefficients independent of e the left sides of the equations of

equilibrium (5.1), the equations of compatibility (5.3) and the macroscopic

equations of equilibrium (6.18) and (6.19), and then equate to zero the coeffi-

cients of the various powers of e. To this end, we must express as power series

in e the quantities g'', F]k, m, Pi, Qi, «*, a* and e. This will occupy the re-

mainder of this section.

In view of (7.9), g" can be expressed in the form

(7.15) g" = ô) + €g'(í) + e g(2) + • • ■  ,

and since the relations

gitgik = 8}

are true for all values of e, it is found that

tl   1£\ '' ''
(7-lo) Sw — ~ g«j(D.       g<2) — gtkmgjkm ~ gam* • • • .

Differentiation with respect to x° and £" will be denoted by a subscript

preceded by a comma. Thus

d<b dtp
(7.17) <p,o   =  —, Cb,a=-

dx° dt«
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The Christoffel symbols of the second kind F]k are functions of g*' and

the derivatives of g„ with respect to x\ By substitution, they can thus be ex-

pressed in the form

(7.18) Fjk = Pyt(o) + ePyt(i) + • • * »

where
0 a 0

2PoO(0) =  0, 2Foo<0)   =   — goOU),a, 2Foa(f»   ~   goO(l),a>
ß 0

(7.19) 2/?a0(0) =  gß0(l).a  —  g0«(l),/S, 2Faß(0) =  g/30(l),a + g0o(l),S,

y
2Faßm   =  gßy(l),a + gyaW.ß —  gaß(l),y,

(7.20)

o
2Foo(l)   =  g00(l),0 + g0a(l)g00(l),a.

2Í70a(l)  =   g00(2),a  ~  gOOd)gOO(l) ,a  ~  go¡3(l)(gflO(l) ,a  ~  gOa(l),?)-

There are similar expressions for the remaining components of Pjm), and for

Pjt(2), F]kt?), • • • , which will not be required in the present investigation.

We shall now express as a power series in e the unit covariant vector «i

pointing along the outward normal to the lateral surface of the strained rod.

The equation of the lateral surface of the rod is (7.4). Thus

(7.21) »o = 0,        na = kf,a,

where k~2 = gaßf,af,ß. In (7.15), gaB is expressed as a power series in e. Thus k

and hence also «,- can be expressed as a power series in e. We obtain

(7.22) «o = 0,       na = »a<o> + tnaW + • • • ,

where

(7.23) na(0)  = f.a(f.ßf.B)-112,     »«(!)  = hfM.ßfß)-il2gyHl)f.-rfM

We note that if dl-a are the components of an arbitrary displacement on the

periphery of a cross-section N, then/,ad^° = 0, whence f,i/d%2'= —fj/dÇ1. Thus

(7.23) can be written in the form

d<k2 de
(7.24) «ko = —>        «2(0) = - -— i • • • ,

dr dr

where

(dr)2 = d£»d£°.

The reaction across a cross-section of the strained rod is specified by a

certain reduced force Pi and a reduced couple Qi satisfying (6.1) and (6.2),

respectively. An explicit evaluation of P, and Qi as power series in e will

now be made. The vectors X', vi and spt in (6.1) and (6.2) are given by (6.5),

(6.6) and (6.10). They can thus be expressed as power series in e by substitut-

ing for x", gn, gij, F]k from (7.3), (7.9), (7.15) and (7.18). We then obtain
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(7.25) X* = (\')c - ¿C(Fak)c(\)c + 0(e),

(7.26) i»» = 1 - iigoo(i) + 0(e2), ».» - - eg„0(i) + 0(e2),

5M„ = **[(g.„(1,)rf« + e(goa(i,,i.)c£a£"] + 0(e3),

^„ = e£" + e[(gaßm)ce + i(2gaßW,y + gßym.a)*?F] + 0(e3),

where 0(er) means terms of order er and higher. The element of area ¿S on N

is given by

(7.28) dS = (g'yi'dx'dx2 = í2(g')1/2¿£1¿£2,

where

(7-29) g' = | gaß |   =  1 + €g„W + 0(e2).

Of the quantities occurring on the right-hand sides of (6.1) and (6.2),

Ta, h\ v\ sfii and dS are expressed in (7.11), (7.25), (7.26), (7.27) and (7.28)

as power series in e; by (7.9), g= |g,,| can be similarly expressed, and thus

the entire right-hand sides of (6.1) and (6.2) can be expressed as power series

in e. In the resulting equations, (X')e appears in every term, and since (X')c

is an arbitrary unit vector at C, we conclude that

(7.30) P<= e3P,(3) + e*PiW +

(7.31) Qt = t*QiW + ««&(«> +

where

(7.32) P<(1)-  f ToiWd?d?,
•In

ft    n\ FiW   =    I     [^0<<i>  +  £(g«a(l)   _  500(l))r0<(l)
(7.33) Jjv

—  gaO(l)Tai(l)   —   T0j(l)%   (Fai(0))c]d£ ¿£   ,

(7.34) Qtw =  f c"^'Tmi)dVde,

r\ I     T   Jak aT> iak.    j        .      ß  «_,

ö«(5)   =    I     [C       gjï(l)£   T*0(1)   —  C       (^¿(O))^ £   Îi0(l)

+ ^»»{(«aiXi))^ + l(*«i(i).T + ^(D.Jc^j^od)

+ c<at£°{7;M(2) - r*/(t)«iia>}

+ cioM(goa(i))c£a + \(g^w.ß)ckae)TkoWWde.

By (7.5), g= |gi,| can be expressed as a power series in e. Thus, by (2.8)

we are able to express the rotation vector «* of the unstrained rod in the

form
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._    ... -* .   iak_(a)

(7.36) CO    =   fc      go*   .

By (7.9), g= | g,-,-1 can also be expressed as a power series in e. Thus, by (3.7)

we can express the rotation vector co' of the strained rod in the form

iii
(7.37) co   = co(0) + eco(i) + • • •  ,

where
i iak

(7.38) CO(0)   =   2C        (gOfc(l),<V

t ißk i 00

(7.39) co(i) = 2e    (gokm.ß — 2g»mgok(i),ß)c + he   (go/m).o)c

By (3.9) we can also express e, the elongation per unit length of the line

of centroids, in the form

(7.40) e = teix) + t2em + ■ • ■ ,

where

(7.41) e(D = J(goo(iV
2

(7.42) em = higoom)c — HgoouV

8. The fundamental equations. In this section, there will be developed

equations for the determination of the unknown coefficients in the expansions

(7.9), (7.10), (7.11) for g,y, e,y, Tih respectively.

The equations of equilibrium (5.1) can be written in the form

(8.1) g(-FjkTil-FijTkl) = 0.
\ dx> /

All quantities in this equation are expressed in (7.11), (7.15) and (7.18) as

power series in e. Hence we can express the left-hand side of (8.1) as a power

series in e, and since (8.1) is true for all small values of e, the coefficients of

the various powers of e must vanish identically. The coefficients of e° vanish if

(8.2) r<a(i,.a = 0.

These are the first order equations of equilibrium. It is found that the coeffi-

cients of e vanish if

7*ia(2),a   +   2\'0(1),0   _   gjaW^HW ."   ~   gOo (1) .a^iO (1)

—   2(2g-ï«U>.«   —   gjHl).y)Tiy(l)   —   h^igikW.aT jkW   =   0.

These are the second order equations of equilibrium. Similarly there are equa-

tions of equilibrium of the third order, fourth order, and so on.

All quantities in the equations of compatibility (5.3) have also been ex-

pressed as power series in «. The left sides of the equations themselves can

then be expressed as power series in e, and the coefficients of the various
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powers of e must vanish identically. The coefficients of e_1 give rise to the first

order equations of compatibility

(8.4) goou),«í¡ = 0,

¿01(1),22  —  ¿02(1),12   =   0,

(8.5)
¿02(1),11  —  g01(l),21   —   O,

(8.6) 2gi2(l),12  —   ¿11(1),22  —   ¿22(1),11   =   0,

while the coefficients of e° give rise to the second order equations of compatibility

gOOm.aß — gOaW.Oß ~ ¿00(1),Oo ~   2¿00(1) ,a¿00(l) ,ß

(8.7) —  h(g0y(_l).a — g0a(l).y)(g0y(l),ß — ¿0/3(1),7)

— 5¿OO(l),7(¿07U),a + gyW.ß — gaß(l).y)   = 0,

¿01(2),22 — g02(2),12 + ¿22(1),01 — ¿12(1),02 + ¿00(1) ,1¿02(I) ,2

+ 5¿ao(l),2(¿02(l),l —  ¿01(1),2)   —   2¿00(1),2(¿02(1),1 + ¿01(1).2)   = 0,

(8. 8)
¿02(2),11 — ¿01(2),21 + ¿11(1),02 — ¿21(1),01 + ¿00(1),2¿01(1) ,1

+  2¿»aU),l(¿01(l),2 — ¿02(1),l)  —   2¿00(l),l(¿01(l),2 + ¿02(1),l)   =  0,

2¿12(2),12 — ¿11(2),22 — ¿22(2),11 —  2¿0l(l) ,1¿02(1) ,2

(8.9) + 5(¿2tU),1 + ¿7KD,2 — ¿12(1),7)(¿27(D,1 + ¿7KD,2 ~ ¿12(1),y)

+ I(¿02(1),1 + ¿01(1), 2)2 — K2¿l7(D — ¿H(1),7)(2¿27(1),2 _ ¿22(1), y)  = 0.

Similarly we can write down equations of compatibility of the third order,

the fourth order, and so on.

By replacing e„ in the stress-strain relations (4.3) by Kg,, —£,)) and sub-

stituting for g,„ gn and 7\, from (7.5), (7.9) and (7.11) with Tijm=0 as per

(7.13), in the same way we deduce stress-strain relations of the first order,

(8.10) gijw = gui - 2oh)Tkkm + 2(1 + o)Timh

and stress-strain relations of the second order,

_(aß)   aß i

gam = 2¿«y   £ £   — 2<rôjTkkm + 2(1 + a)Tijm

+ àj[2<rgkui)Tkni) — (2<ri + (T2 — o3)TkkWTuW

(8.11) + (o-2 — o3)Tkni)TkH1)]

— 2aTkkmgijm + 2(1 + o -f- (72 — Ci)TkkWTiiw

+ 2 [2(1 + <r)2 + o3]TikWTjkw.

In the stress-strain relations (4.3), quantities of order (e,,)3 were neglected. If

such quantities had been retained, it would be possible to write down stress-

strain relations of the third order. Similarly stress-strain relations of higher

orders could be found.
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The boundary conditions on the lateral surface of the rod are (5.4). By

substitution in (5.4) from (7.11), (7.13), (7.15) and (7.22), we can convert the

left sides into power series in e. It is found that the coefficients of e vanish if

(8.12) Tiß,x)nßi0) = 0.

These are the first order boundary conditions. Similarly the coefficients of e2

vanish if

(8.13) Pi0(2)«0(O>  —   î\-y(1)gy0(i)»0(o) +   TißmnßW   =  0.

These are the second order boundary conditions. In the same way there could

be written down boundary conditions of the third order, of the fourth order,

and so on.

All quantities in the macroscopic equations of equilibrium (6.18) and

(6.19) have been expressed in §7 as power series in «. By substitution, the

left sides of these equations can then be expressed as power series in c and

the coefficients of the various powers of e equated to zero. The lowest power

of e occurring is «3, and its coefficients vanish if

dPim y
(8.14) -—- - (F*(„)cPi(i> - 0,

d x"

(8.15) Pam = 0.

These are the first order macroscopic equations of equilibrium. The coefficients

of €4 vanish if

dP ■
(8.16) —^ - (/4o))cPy<4) - (poiuOcPow = 0,

ax"

dQi(i) y iaO iOa
(8.17) --—-(FiO(_0))cQu4)  +  C      (gaOU))cPo(3)   +  C       P«(4)   =   0,

dx°

and these are the second order macroscopic equations of equilibrium. The coeffi-

cients of €6 vanish if

dP i (5) y y o
(8.18) ——-(/,'io(o))cPy<5) — (Fio(»)cPjw — (Foim)cPom = 0,

dx"

dQi(b) y s     » «o«
-:-(^«o(o))cv2y(5) — (^¿o(i))cQy(4) + c    Paw

dx"
(8.19) a aOß ikl

+   (gi«(I)   —   2ô.'g»n(l))cC       PßW  +  C      (g*0(l))cP¡(4)
a a a/30

+   (5ig(30(2)   +  gia(l)g|30(l)   —   2t>igßO(l)gnr>(l))cC "o(3)   =   0,

where the required components of F'k(T) are given in (7.19) and (7.20). These

are the third order macroscopic equations of equilibrium. Similarly there can be

written down macroscopic equations of equilibrium of higher orders.
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The fundamental equations listed in the previous part of this section are

to be solved in the following manner:

I. Ta is the reduced stress tensor and g„ the metric tensor of the strained

rod. In (7.11) and (7.9), they are expressed as power series in e, the first

terms 7\,-(0) and gijm being given by (7.13) and (7.14). If any problem in thin

rods is to be considered to the first approximation, it is only necessary to de-

termine Tijt%) and gam, and this is done by solving the first order stress-strain

relations (8.10) with the first order equations of equilibrium and compatibility

(8.2), (8.4), (8.5) and (8.6), subject to the first order boundary conditions

(8.12) over the sides of the rod. These solutions for Tap.) and gam will contain

arbitrary functions of x°. By substitution for Tijw and ¿¿,(d in (7.32) and

(7.34) it is then possible to express P,-(s) and <2¿(4) in terms of these unknown

functions of x°, which can then be determined by means of the first and second

order macroscopic equations of equilibrium (8.14), (8.15), (8.16) and (8.17).

II. If any problem is to be considered to the second approximation, it is

necessary to determine jT<«î) and g,,(2) in addition to Tijm and £<,•(« already

found as above. This is done by means of the second order stress-strain rela-

tions (8.11) and the second order equations of equilibrium and compatibility

(8.3), (8.7), (8.8) and (8.9), subject to the second order boundary conditions

(8.13). These solutions for jP</(î) and g,,(2) will also contain arbitrary functions

of x°. By substitution for Tí¡i%¡ and g,-,(2) in (7.33) and (7.35) it is possible to

express P<(4> and Qi(S) in terms of these unknown functions of x°, which can

then be determined by means of the third order macroscopic equations of

equilibrium, (8.18) and (8.19).

III. By continuing in the same way, we can consider any problem to a

third approximation by determining Tijm and £</(«, to a fourth approxima-

tion by determining 7\,(4) and g.,(4), and so on.

9. The first approximation: the stress. As indicated in §8, I, just above,

the first order equations of equilibrium

(9.1) r<a(1).« = o,

and the first order equations of compatibility

(9.2) ¿00(1), aß  =  0,

. ¿01(1),22  —  ¿02(1),12   =   0,

(9-3)
¿02(1),11  —  ¿01(1),21   —  U,

(9.4) 2gi2(l),12  —  ¿11(1),22  —  ¿22(1),11   =  0,

with the first order boundary conditions

(9.5) Tißmnßm = 0,

are to be solved for 7\-,(i) and gt)(i), which are themselves related by the first

order stress-strain relations
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(a)   a t

(9.6) g,y(l)  = g¡y  £    — 2abjTkkm + 2(1 + <r)7\y(i).

To solve equations of this nature, recourse is usually made to Saint-

Venant's hypothesis, which states that these equations imply that Taßm=0.

It is not necessary to make this hypothesis here, as in Appendix A it is proved

that, of necessity,

(9.7) rai(1)=o.

This constitutes a proof of Saint- Venant's hypothesis in the case of thin rods dis-

placed finitely.
From (9.2) it follows that

(9.8) good) = (¿V +Ay){ + B,

where A7 and B are arbitrary functions of x°. When i=j = 0, (9.6) then gives

(9.9) Food) - i(A«£a + B).

We now solve (9.1) and (9.3) for Poa(i) and go<,(i). From (9.3),

(9.10) g01(l),2 - g02(l),l  = D',

where D' is an arbitrary function of x°. By (9.6), this gives

(9.11) r01(D,2 - r„2(i),i = - d/(\.+ a),

where Z? =-*(#'-Im+fw)- From (9.11) and (9.1) with i = 0 it follows that

D D
(9-12)       Tol(1) - ^ÎT^X'2'    r°2(1) = ~ 2ÖTÖx,1>

where x is a function of £«" only, satisfying

(9.13) X.aa   =    -   2.

By (7.24), the boundary condition (9.5) with i = 0 is satisfied if

(9.14) X=0

on the lateral surface of the rod.

From (2.2), gaß=0, and thus the collected results are

D
(9.15) Taßw = 0,        r0„(i) = caßX.ß,        r„„(1) = \(A¿« + B),

2(1 + a)

g aß w =  - *5ß {A y? + B),

(9-16) -(Y))-Y a    n -(7V    t     A   S    I    T>
g0a(l)   =   gOat     + LlCaßX.ß, g00(l)   =   goO   Í     + A 7£      +   B,

caß being a permutation symbol and Aa, B and D arbitrary functions of x°.

By means of (9.16), the leading coefficients in the expressions (7,37), and

(7.40) for co* and e can now be expressed in the form
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(9.17)

(9.18)

0 i      -(o)_l n
'«'(O)   —   2Caßgüß     "T L),

i        r-m    !     A   \
W(0)   =   5Cas(g00    + Aß),

"(i) = 2^7(¿07(2),s)c — ï(l — 2a)B(2D -f cß7go7),

a _(0) ¿D
W(D = 5Caí¡(goo<2),0)c _ i(l - 2<r)Bcaß(goo  + Aß) + % — (x.a)c,

dx"

=  ii(9.19) «(«-JA

10. The first approximation: the macroscopic equations of equilibrium.

The arbitrary functions of x° occurring in (9.15) and (9.16) are now to be de-

termined in the manner outlined in §8, I. We find that

(10.1) Po(3)  =  \BA, PaW  = 0,

(10.2) Qo(«) = DT,       Qi(4) = M2/1,       02(4) = - Mi/»,

where

(10.3)

-  f ded?, h=  f (£

= -— f x<*W,       /« =" f (£
1  + C«/ N J N

wive,

yd?dp,

N being a cross-section of the strained rod. We note that

(10.4) Aê = A',        /„«« = /„', TEe* - V,

where A' is the area of N (Figure 1), /„' are the principal moments of inertia

of A, T' is the torsional rigidity of a straight rod with N as cross-section, E is

Young's modulus and e is defined in (7.1).

The first order macroscopic equations of equilibrium (8.14) and (8.15) are

satisfied if

dB
(10.5) — =0,

d x°

(10.6) (gw)+Aa)B = 0.

Thus we must consider in turn the three classes of problems which arise ac-

cording as the arbitrary functions A a and B of x° satisfy the following condi-

tions:

(i)    P=0,   (gtt+Aa)(g$+Aa)9*0,

(ii) B= constant7^0, g%o+Aa = 0,

(iii) B = 0,gtt+Aa = 0.
By (9.17) and (9.19) we see that, in Class (i) the curvature of M (the strained

line of centroids) is finite (0(e°)) and the elongation per unit length of M is
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relatively small (0(e2)). In Class (ii), the curvature is small (0(e)) and the

elongation per unit length is relatively large (0(e)). In Class (iii), the curva-

ture is small (0(e)) and the elongation per unit length is relatively small

(0(e2)).

Classes (ii) and (iii) deal with the straightening of thin rods by terminal

force-systems (see §13). By "straightening" we mean "reducing the curvature

of the strained line of centroids from order e° to order e."

Class (i). B=0, (fóo)+ Aa) (goo0 + A.a)?=0 {elongation per unit length rela-

tively small, curvature finite).

The equations (10.1) and (10.2) reduce to

Pim = 0» Qo(4) = DT,

Qlii)   —   2A2I1, 02(4)   =   —   2^4 1^2,

and the macroscopic equations of equilibrium of the second order (8.16) and

(8.17) take the form
dPoU) ia)
—r + Í(I¿o   +Aa)PaW =0,

dx"
dP„H) ia) (1) (2)

—  Kg00     + -4«)P0(4)   —   h(2D + g02    —  gOl )CaßPßii)   = 0,

(10.8)
dx"

dQtSU) _ia)
+  KgOO     + Aa)QaW   =   0,

dx"

dQ.aH) _(°) _(!) (2)
-—-è(gOO     + ^4a)Qo(4)   —   2(2Z? + g02     —  gOl )caßQßH)  ~ CaßPßW   =  0.

a x°

Thus-—

IV. In Class (i) the external terminal force-systems, which act only on

the ends of the rod, are of order e4 or higher. The nine unknown functions

Aa, D, P,(4), Qm), of x°, can be determined from (10.7) and (10.8). Once Aa

and D have been found in this way, the principal parts of the rotation co(03,

the reduced stress tensor P.-yd), the metric tensor of the strained rod giy(i) and

the strain tensor emi) can be found/rom (9.17), (9.15), (9.16) and (7.14).

From (7.36) and (9.17), we note that

(10.9) Z> = "°(o>-¿0,

ß _ß
A a   =   —   2Cafî(cO(0)   —  CÖ ),

and consequently (10.7) and (10.8), when expressed entirely in terms of the

small quantities, become

(icio) ft-^-W*
QX   =   (CO1  -  CO1)//,      02=   (C02-C02)72',
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dPi dQi
(10.11)-1- c^u'Pk = 0,        — + ciikoi'Qk - coi'Pj = 0,

¿x° dx°

where EP( and EQi are respectively the force and couple statically equivalent

to the reaction across a cross-section of the strained rod, E, T' and /„' are

as defined in (10.4), ¿* and w* are respectively the rotations in the unstrained

and strained rods, c''k is a permutation symbol and x° is the arc length meas-

ured along the unstrained line of centroids. We note that (10.10) and (10.11)

are a system of nine equations from which we are to determine the nine un-

knowns Pi, Qi and w'.

In previous treatments of the finite displacement of thin rods the equa-

tions (10.10) and (10.11) have been deduced, but those treatments do not go

past this point and are thus equivalent to the first stage of the systematic

e-method of approximation developed for problems of Class (i) only.

Class (ii). B = constant5^0, foS5+-<4 a = 0 (elongation per unit length rela-

tively large, curvature small).

The equations (10.1) and (10.2) reduce to

Po(3)   =   ïBA, P<*(3)   =  0,

(10.12) w (1)
Qo(4)   =  DT, Ql(4)   =   —   2¿00 II,   .        (?2(4)   =   2¿00 11-

The second order macroscopic equations of equilibrium (8.16) and (8.17) are

found to involve (goo(2),a)c which, by the second order equations of compati-

bility (8.7), have the forms

(10.13) (¿oo(2).«Oe = 2Ma,

Ma being an arbitrary function of x°. By integration of these second order

macroscopic equations of equilibrium, and by (10.12), it is then found that

Po(3) = constant,        Po<4) = constant,

Pl(4)   =   —  5¿00,o/2 + \(2D + .g02    —  ¿01 )¿00 I\ +  (x.i)cPo(3)D,

(10.14) P2(4) = - èfooVi + i(- 2D + go? - go?)IoÍ'/i - (x.i)cPo(dA

Qod) = DT = constant,

r> i-C2)r r, _ i-(1)r
V!l(4)   —   —   2¿00 ^li V/2(4)   —   2¿00 -I 2,

ha- o i-(1>   t   -L I/in j_ s(1)       -(2\-(2> j
*l")(l)   =   —   2¿00,00/2 +   ï(lD + g02    —  gOl )¿00,o/l

+ s(2D + ¿02   — goi )goo /2 + ï(go2,o — goi,o)goo II,

(10>15)    HA-   D l-(2)     T    A-lt        mi     -«" -(1\-(1)   7-
M2-f0(3)   =   —   2¿00,0o/l + î(—   2D + gol     —  g02 )¿00,o/2

,   ,,       ln   ,   -O        -(1\-(2)7     ,    i/-(2) -<» ,-«1 j+ j(— 2D + goi   — ¿02 )¿oo /i + K¿oi,o — ¿o2,o)¿oo h-
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The arbitrary functions Ma of x° in (10.13) are given by (10.15). We note

that D must be constant. From (9.17) and (9.18) we obtain

(10.16) C0(0)   =   \caßgi,ß     + D, C0(i)   =   CaßMa,

giving the principal parts of the twist and curvature. Thus—

V. In Class (ii), there act on the ends of the rod arbitrary equal and op-

posite forces of order e3, arbitrary twisting couples of order e4 and particular

bending couples of order e4 given by (10.14) and depending only on the con-

figuration of the unstrained rod. The principal parts of the reaction across a

cross-section satisfy (10.14). The principal parts of the twist and curvature

of the strained line of centroids, of order e° and e respectively, are given by

(10.16). The principal parts of the reduced stress tensor P,3, the metric tensor

gn and the strain tensor e,y can be found from (9.15), (9.16) and (7.14), respec-

tively.

Class (iii). B=0, g^'-f-^4o = 0 (elongation per unit length relatively small,

curvature small).

The equations of equilibrium (10.1) and (10.2) reduce to

(10.17) P,(3) = 0,

(10.18) Cow = DT,        Çkî) = - 5goo h,        Qui) = 2I00 h.

The three equations in (10.18) and the six second order macroscopic equations

of equilibrium (8.16) and (8.17) are to be solved for the seven unknowns

Ç,(4), P,(4), D. Solutions exist only if

(10.19) D = 0,

— gOO,00^2 "T   2~lg02,0  —  gOl.OjgOO *1

,   ,_tt)       B<*\-<*> t   _l i/-(1)       -<2\2-(1)r        n
+   (g02    —  gOl JgooVl +  ï(g02    —  gOl ) gOO V2   =   0,

(10.20) (2) l/-(î) -(1)\-(1)7-
— gOO.OO-Il +   2Ígoi,0  —  g02,o)goO ¿2

.     ,.m _(D,(1)   - ,..«) _0).2.(i)
+  (gOl     —  g02 )g00,0/2 + ï(goi     —  g02 J  gOO ¡l   =   0)

(10.20) can also be written in the form

,_0_1 -°-1\ -2 /-°\2-2
(cö.ocö   + 2cô â,o)Ii/l2 + cô.oo —  (cô ) CÔ    =0,

(10.21) n   _2 _0    2 1 0!.l
(cô.oCÔ    +  2cô CÔi0)/2/'l  —  ¿>,00 +  (¿J )  C0     =0,

in which Ii/Ií is the ratio of the principal moments of inertia of the cross-

section, co1' is the rotation vector defined in §2, and the subscript 0 preceded

by a comma denotes differentiation with respect to x°, the arc length of the

line of centroids. When (10.21) are satisfied, the solutions of (10.17), (10.18),

(10.19), (8.16) and (8.17) are
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(10.22)

Po(4) — constant,

d i-(1) t   _i_ ir-(1)        -(2\-(2>r
" 1(4)   —   —   fgOO.O-^ "T ï(g02    —  gOl JgOO ill

d i-<2) r   _i_ i/-<2)       -a\-u)r
^2(4)   —   —   2g00,0il +  ï(g01    —  g02 JgOO 12,

00(4)   =   0,

r, i-mT
fl(4)   —   —   5g00 -II»

r> i-(1)r
V2(4)   —   2~g00 -Í2,

and we then have

0 ° "

(10.23) W(l)   =   CO   , C0(l)   =   CaßMa,

for the principal parts of the twist and curvature. Thus—

VI. Class (iii) deals only with those rods which satisfy (10.20). There act

on the ends of the rod arbitrary forces of order e4, arbitrary twisting couples

of order e6 or higher, and particular bending couples of order e4 given by

(10.22) and depending only on the configuration of the unstrained rod. The

principal parts of the reaction across a cross-section are given by (10.22).

From (10.23) we see that the principal part of the twist co° (of order e°) is

equal to the twist co° of the unstrained rod, and the principal parts of the

curvature co™ (of order e) depend on Ma which are arbitrary functions of x°

and cannot be determined from the equations of the first approximation. The

principal parts of the reduced stress tensor 7\,, the metric tensor gt-, and the

strain   tensor  e„  are  given  by   (9.15),   (9.16)   and   (7.14)   with  B=D=Q,

A a — — goo •

If co° = 0 (i.e., there is no twist in the unstrained rod), (10.20) reduce to

(10.24) goô'oo = 0.

By integrating, we obtain

(10.25) goo"' = Vj + Wa,

Va, Wa being arbitrary constants. Thus by (7.36),

(10.26) ¿« = ScßiVßX» + Wß),

i.e., the curvature of the unstrained line of centroids is directly proportional

to its arc length.

11. The second approximation: the stress. As indicated in §8, II, the sec-

ond order equations of equilibrium (8.3) and the second order equations of

compatibility (8.7), (8.8), (8.9) with the second order boundary conditions

(8.13) are to be solved for 7\-y(2) and giy<2)> which are themselves related by the

second order stress-strain relations (8.11). These equations are very compli-

cated. We shall now determine P,-,^) and g,y(2) when the cross-section of the

unstrained rod is a circle of radius d, the unstrained line of centroids is a
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plane curve with curvature proportional to its arc length, and the force-sys-

tems acting on the ends of the rod are such that the line of centroids remains

in its original plane. The problem is thus two-dimensional and belongs to

Class (iii). We choose the axis of x1 perpendicular to the plane of the line of

centroids. Thus from (10.3) we find that

(11.1) A = %R2,       h = h = \*R\

where eR = d. Also

(11.2) ¿>° = 0, ¿j1 = \(V2x° + W2),       ¿>2 = 0,

(11.3) gaß   =   8ß, g0a   =   0, g00   =    [1   +  Íx\V2X°  +   W2)f,

(11.4) P1 = Qo = Q2 = 0,

(11.5) Po(4) = p,        PiW = - hR4V2,      Qlw = - \irR\V2x« + W2),

(11.6) TaßW = 0,       r0«(i) = 0, TW) = - i£2(F2x» + W2),
a  2 0

(11.7) gaß(l)   =  Obßt  (V2X    +   Wi), ¿Oa(l)   =  0, ¿00(1)   =   0,

p being an arbitrary constant and V2 and W2 known constants. We find that

the second order equations of equilibrium (8.3) reduce to

(11.8) Toam.a - \V2e = 0,        Taßm,ß = 0,

the second order equations of compatibility (8.7), (8.8) and (8.9) to

¿00(2), aß   =   0,

(11.9) ¿01(2),22  —   ¿02(2),12   =   0, g02(2),ll  —  ¿01(2),21 + <*V 2   =  0,

2¿12(2),12  —  ¿11(2),22  —   ¿22(2),11 + <T2(V2X° +  W2)2   =  0,

the second order boundary conditions (8.13) to

(11.10) Tißmnß(o) = 0,

and the second order stress-strain relations (8.11) to

¿«Am = — 2obßTm2) -\- 2(1 + a)Taßm

+ (<r2 - h<n)h(Í)\v2x + W2)\

¿0a(2)   =   2(1   +  tr)7\)a(2),

g„o(2) = - 2a7\i<2) + 2(1 + a)Toom + iA(£2)2(F2x» + W2)2,

where

(11.12) A = 7 + 10<r + 4(72 - 2(n + 2<j2,

and <Ti, a2 and a are the elastic constants introduced in §4. By solving these

equations we find that
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r„o(2) = —1~-^- (R2 - 2{-£«) - 4A^2~|(F2x° + W2)2 + M2? + \L,
32\_1 — a J

(11.13) Taßm = ——- [(P-2 - ZY)Ú - 2caycßsl?i}(vJ + W2)\
64(l — o-)

1 -\- 2a      Iß 3 -f" 2o" 2 y  y    2

?00(2)   =   2AÍ2?2 + L,

(1 + cQ

132(1   -   ff)

í    (1 + *)     r
S«*<2> - {^7¡-v K1 - 2<r)*2 - (J - ^^

132(1 — a)

(11.14) + i(A<r + 4er2 - 2o-x)H\b¡(vJ + W2)* - o-oaß(2M2( + L)

r(i + o-)
-f;- cayCßS^(V2x" + W2)2,

16(1 — er)

g0ai2)   =   1(1  +  2<r)$1Cí(/F2  -  |(3 +  2cr)(P    -  {Y)*!?!;

Cas is a permutation symbol; Af2 and L are arbitrary functions of x°; F2 and

W2 are the constants occurring in (11.2); R = d/e, d being the radius of the

cross-section of the unstrained rod ; cr, <n, <T2 and cr3 are elastic constants, A is

given by (11.12) and

(11.15) T = (Ac + 2c2 - 2<rx)/(l + a).

By (10.23), the principal part of the curvature of the strained line of

centroids is given by

(11.16) coo) = M2.

Also, by (7.42) the principal part of the elongation per unit length of the line

of centroids is given by

(11.17) em = %L.

12. The second approximation : the macroscopic equations of equilibrium.

The next step is the determination of the arbitrary functions M2 and L of x°

occurring in (11.13) and (11.14) by means of the third order macroscopic

equations of equilibrium (8.18) and (8.19). Now (7.33) and (7.35) reduce to

Po(4) = htR2L - A**«(A + 4<r)(V2x° + W2)2,

(12.1) P2(4) =  -%tR*V2,

ÖK6) = \tR*M2,

and by comparing (12.1) with (11.5), we see that
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(12.2) L = tVt/c2(A + 4o)(V2x° + W2)2 + 2p-K~lR-2,

p being an arbitrary constant. The third order macroscopic equations of equi-

librium (8.18) and (8.19) reduce to

(12.3) P0(5),0 +  M2/J2(4)   =   0,      P2(5),0  -   M2P,(4>   =   0,      <21(5),0   -   P2(5)   =   0,

and by solving (12.1) and (12.3), we find that

Po(4) = p,        Pic«) = - ïirRW2,        Q1W = - \irR\V2x« + Wt),

Po(5) = V2u cosh »x° + V2vn~x sinh nx" + t,

Put,) = 2w2m cosh «x° + 2«» sinh nx",

Qi(5) = 2nu sinh nx" + 2v cosh nx",

M2 = 8w~1R~i(un sinh nx" + v cosh nx"),

where p, t, u and v are arbitrary constants and

(12.6) n = 2R~2(p/t)U2.

We assign P0(4>, Pots). P2(5) and Qim arbitrarily at one end of the rod and hence

determine p, t, u and v.

From (11.16) and (11.17) we find that the principal parts of the curvature

and the elongation per unit length are given by

(12.7) cü(d = 8ir   R   (un sinh nx  + v cosh nx ),

(12.8) em = ^¡R*(A + 4<7)(F2x° + W2)2 + Pt~1R~2.

13. The straightening of naturally curved thin rods by terminal force-

systems. A thin rod is said to be "straightened" when the curvature of the

line of centroids is reduced from order e° (finite) to order e (small). In §10

it is seen how all problems in which thin rods undergo finite displacement with

small strain can be divided into three classes. Classes (ii) and (iii) deal exclu-

sively with "straightening," and will be considered in turn.

Straightening as a problem of Class (ii). The theory pertaining to problems

of Class (ii) is developed in §10, from which we obtain the result:

VII. Any thin rod with uniform cross-section and finite curvature can be

straightened without undergoing finite strain by terminal force-systems con-

sisting of arbitrary equal and opposite forces of order e3 and particular bend-

ing couples of order e4. The first approximation yields the residue curvature

of the strained line of centroids. If the curvature of the unstrained line of

centroids vanishes at the ends, no terminal bending couples are necessary.

Further, if the twist and rate of change of curvature both vanish at the ends

of the rod, the lines of action of the two forces acting one on each end will

coincide and be tangent to the strained line of centroids at its ends.

As an example of a problem of Class (ii), we shall now straighten the rod

(12.4)

(12.5)
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shown in Figure 4. The unstrained line of centroids AI is that part of an ellipse

lying between the ends of the major axis, a and b are the semi-axes of this

ellipse and rectangular cartesian coordinates x and y are taken as shown.

The cross-section is assumed to be symmetrical with respect to the plane of M,

Fig. 4. An unstrained rod; the line of centroids M is the arc of an ellipse lying

between the ends of the major axis

the axis of x1 is taken perpendicular to this plane and x° is the arc length of M

measured from its middle point 0'. If the equation of M is written in the form

(13.1)

then

(13.2)

a sn f,

x° = a f
Jo

b en f,

dn2 t dt,

f being a parameter which vanishes at 0', and sn f, en f and dn f the Jacobian

elliptic functions of modulus k ( = (1 — b2/a2)112). We then have

(13.3) 0, M = /,-2a-26/dn3 f,        ¿2 = 0,

¿>* being the rotation vector introduced in §2 (¿ol is now the curvature of M).

From (7.36) we then find that

(2) -2 3
?oo   = — a   b/dn  f,(13.4) g02   = goi ,        goo   = 0,

whence (10.14), (10.15) and (10.16) reduce to

Po(3) = constant,        P2(4> = 3Iiar3bk2 sn f cn f/dn6 f,

ÖK4) = ha-2b/dn3t,

31ik2   /en2 r

(13.5)

(13.6)
i

"(i)
?>hk2  /c

3o(3)as V dn7f

sn2 f sn2 t cn2 f\
- + 6/fe2 -

dn9r

Thus the principal part of the reaction across a general cross-section of the

strained rod consists of a tension P0' ( = -EPo(3>e3), a shearing force P2

( = EP2Wei) and a bending couple Q( ( = £Çi(4)«4)> whence
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(13.7)

Po' = an arbitrary constant of order e3,

P2' = 3EI{a-*bk2 sn f cn f/dn8 f,

QI = EI{a-2b/dn'[,

II being the moment of inertia of the unstrained cross-section about an axis

through its centroid and perpendicular to the plane of M, and f a parameter

related by (13.2) to the arc length x° of the unstrained rod. Also, the princi-

pal part of the curvature of the strained line of centroids is ecO(î) or

(13.8)
3EII bk2 /en2 f - sn2 f sn2 f cn2 f>

+ 6k2 -
Po'a8

-C
dn7f dn9f

At the right-hand end of the rod, sn f=l, en f = 0, dn f = è/a, and thus

Pi =0> Qi =EIxab~2. Thus the force-system acting on the right-hand end

of the rod consists of an arbitrary force Po' of order e3 and a particular bending

couple, as shown in Figure 5. From symmetry, a similar force-system acts on

the other end of the rod. Further, since P2' =0 at the ends of the rod, the lines

of action of the two forces P0' coincide and are tangent to the strained line

of centroids at its ends.

Fig. 5. The rod in Figure 4, straightened

At 0', dn f = 1 and hence Qi = Ell a~2b. Thus by taking the moment about

O' of the forces and couples acting on the right-hand half of the rod, we find

that the distance d' (Figure 5) is

Ell (a3 - bs)
(13.9)

P'a2b2

Straightening as a problem of Class (iii). As mentioned previously, all prob-

lems of Class (iii) deal with the straightening of thin rods by terminal force-

systems. From the theory developed in §§10-12 for problems of this class,

it can be conclude that—

VIII. Any thin rod of uniform cross-section and finite curvature, and

satisfying (10.21), can be straightened without undergoing finite strain by

means of terminal force-systems consisting of an arbitrary force and a par-

ticular bending couple, both of order e4. The residue curvature of the strained

line of centroids can be found only by recourse to the second approximation.

As an example of a problem of Class (iii), we shall now straighten the rod

shown in Figure 6. The cross-section is a circle of radius d. The unstrained line
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of centroids M is a semicircle of radius c and x° is its arc length measured from

its middle point 0'. The x'-axis is taken perpendicular to the plane of M. Thus

(13.10) ¿>° = 0, = - 1/c,

to* being the rotation vector introduced in  §2. Hence by comparison with

(11.2),

(13.11) Vx = V2 = Wx = 0,        W2 = - 2/c,

and since the strained line of centroids M is to be a plane curve symmetrical

Fig. 6. An unstrained rod; the cross-section is circular and the line of

centroids M is a semicircle

about its middle point 0' (Figure 7), we find that (12.4), (12.7) and (12.8)

reduce to

(13.12)

(13.13)

(13.14)

Po(4)   —   P,

Po(5)   =   t,

Qiw
^2(5)

= ï*R'/c,

= 2vn sinh nx".

i
«(i)

tt/?4

cosh nx"

R2 p
6(2) =  (A + 4cr) — r +

Quo) — 2v cosh nx",

where p is an arbitrary constant and n = 2 (p/irR*)112. Thus the reaction

across a cross-section of the strained rod consists of a normal force P0' +Po"

(Po' =EP0Wf* = Ept*, Po" =£Po(5)e5), a shearing force P2" ( = £P2(5)e5), and

a bending couple Q{ +Q{' (Q{ =EQxWt\ Q{' =EQlwe!>); and

(13.15)

Po' = an arbitrary constant of order e4,

Po" = an arbitrary constant of order e5,

PI' = 2Ev" sinh nx",

Q{ - \trEd*/c,        Qx" = 2Ev" cosh nx",
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where n = 2(PÓ/trEd4)112 and v" is an arbitrary constant ( = e5i>). In (13.15),

the quantities with a single prime are of order é, while those with a double

prime are of order e6. The strained line of centroids M has a curvature co1

( = «<>(!)) given by

(13.16)
,      8o"

co   =-cosh nx",
Td4

and an elongation per unit length e ( = e2e(2)) given by

(13.17)
d2 P¿

e = (A + 4(r)-+-
8c2       TrEd*

Figure 7 shows the straightened rod. From the consideration just above

of the reaction across a cross-section, we see that there must act on the ends

r£d4 *Ed*
+ Q /po'

U-—^ vp

Q» tanh §ttmc Qn tanh |x«c

Fig. 7. The rod in Figure 6, straightened

of the rod equal and opposite forces P of order e4 and bending couples

iirEd'/c + Q

as shown, \trEdi/c being of order e4 and Q of order eB. Further, since x°= ±\ivc

at the ends of the rod,

(13.18) v" = Q/(2E cosh \tcnc),

(13.19) P cos 6 = P0',        P sin 0 = Qn tanh \irnc,

9 being the small angle shown in Figure 7. Since 6 is small, we set

sin 8 = 6, cos 0=1.

Thus P = P¿ approximately, and

(13.20) n = 2(P/trEd*yi2,

(13.21)

(13.22)

Q
8 = — n tanh htrnc,

P

d2 P
e = (A + 4<r) -+-

8c2       TrEd*
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From (13.13) the curvature of the strained line of centroids is then

iQ    cosh «x°
(13.23)

At O', x° = 0 and hence

irá4   cosh \icnc

Qx' = Q sech \trnc.

Thus by taking the moment about O' of the forces and couples acting on the

right-hand half of the rod, we find that.the distance d' (Figure 7) is

Q
(13.24) d' = — (1 - sech \thc).

If P vanishes (i.e., no external forces are applied to the ends of the rod),

then n = 0 and

(13.25) 6 = lim Í — n tanh §7rwcJ = 2Qc/(Edi),

(13.26) e = (A + 4<r)d2/(8c2),

(13.27) co1 = 4Q/(wEd*).

In this case the line of centroids of the strained rod is an arc of a circle of

radius

l-trEd'/Q.

14. Remarks on the experimental determination of elastic constants. The

stress-strain relations (4.3) used in this paper contain five independent elastic

constants E, a, Ux, a2, <x3; E is Young's modulus and o is Poisson's ratio. Both

E and <r can be determined for any isotropic elastic material by simple experi-

ments involving the stretching and twisting of a straight rod. In this section,

we shall see how a relation between ax and o2 can "be determined experimen-

tally by straightening the thin rod shown in Figure 6. The straightened rod

is shown in Figure 7. When terminal bending couples alone of magnitude

\irEdi/c act on the rod, the elongation per unit length of the line of centroids

is given by (13.26). By actually measuring this elongation, we can thus obtain

an experimental value for A+4cr for the particular material of which the rod

is constructed. Now a is known for most elastic materials. Thus A can also be

found. By (11.12), this gives a relation between <7i and cr2. In order to deter-

mine the arithmetical values of the three elastic constants ax, &2 and a3 oc-

curring in the stress-strain relations (4.3), it would be necessary to devise

additional experimental methods of obtaining two additional relations be-

tween ffx, <r2 and <r3.

The author would like to take this opportunity to thank Dr. J. L. Synge

both for suggesting the problem considered in this paper and for much as-

sistance in the development of the mathematical theory.
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Appendix A. Proof of Saint-Venant's hypothesis for a thin rod displaced

finitelyC2). We are to show that, given

(A. 1) Taßil),ß  =  0,

(A.2) gOOiD.aß  =  0,

(A.3) 2gi2(l),l2  —  gll(l),22  —  g22(l),ll   =   0,

(A.4) gaßw = gaß ¿j   — 2o-6ßTkk(i) + 2(1 + o-)TaßiX),

with the boundary conditions

(A. 5) Pa/3(l)«/3(0)   =   0,

it is necessary that TaßW =0.

From (A.2),

(A. 6) g00(1) =A^" + B,

Aá and B being arbitrary functions of x°. Then by (A.4),

(A.7) r00(i) - aTaaw + UAaZ" + B),

(A.8) Tiim = (1 + a)TaaW + h(A¿« + B),

A a being an arbitrary function of x° such that A a = — gffl +A „'. Substitution

in (A.3) for gaßn) from (A.4) and then for Tiim from (A.8) gives

(A.9) Pll(l),22 +   r22(l),ll  —   2Pi2(l),12   =   CrPaa(l),flS.

It is necessary to show that there exist functions ua(x°, ^) and a con-

stant <r' such that

(A. 10) l(Ua.ß +  Uß,a)   =   (1   +  <r')Taß(l)   ~   c'5ßTyyW.

These are satisfied when a=ß = l, a=ß = 2 if

■ t1

«2   =
' 0

«i =  f    [(1 + tr')ru<i) - <r'Tyyll)W + ul (x°, £2),
J o

[(1 + orO T22H)  -  a'TyyW W + Ul (X\ {»),
J 0

and the third equation in (A. 10) is satisfied if

ç f1

«1,2 + «2,1 +  I      [(1 + <r')rn(i),2 — o-TT7(i),2]a^1
J 0

(A. 12) ^

+  f    [(1 + er')TW),i - <r'r7T(1),i]á{s = 2(1 + a')Tmx)
J o

C2) The method of proof when the displacement is small has been indicated by Goodier.

See J. N. Goodier, loc. cit., §4.
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Now

[(1    +   <7')ril(l).22    -    C'T yyW,22}d?de
•I o    J 0

(A. 13) = [(1 + c')Txxn),2 - o'Tyym.tW
•I 0

[(1 + (r')T11(i),2 - *'Tyym,2]e=ode-
J o

From this and a similar expression derived by interchange of the indices 1

and 2, it is seen that (A. 12) takes the form

«1,2 + «2,1 +1 [(1  + 0-')(Tn(1),22 +  T22(l),ll)   —  0-'Tyym,ßß\dt1dt,2
"O       do

(A. 14) +1      [(1 + <r')r11(i),2 - <rT77(1),2]f'=„á£1
•I 0

r(1
+ [(1 + (r')r22(i),i - c'TyyW,x]c=odí2 = 2(1 + <7')7\2(i).

J 0

If

(A. 15) o' = c/(\ - o)

where <r is Poisson's ratio, then by (A.9) the double integral in (A.14) becomes

,* «*2 r f (i+'Ot^d.^w
(A.16)       J0   do

= 2(1 + <7')(r12(i) - [r12(1)]£'_„ - [r12(1)]£'=0 + [r„(1>]t«_t«_o).

Thus (A. 14) takes the form

(A. 17) Ml',2 + «2,1 = Go(x") + Gx(x", £') + G2(x", £2).

Since the variables £<* have been separated, uj can be found. Thus ua exist

satisfying (A.10), the constant a' having the value <r/(l —<r) where <r is Pois-

son's ratio.

Because of (A.l),

(A. 18) f
J N

UaTaßm.ßdpdk2 = 0,

where, as usual, N denotes a cross-section of the rod (on which x° = constant).

Since wS(o) have the values indicated in (7.24), by Green's theorem (A.18) can

be written in the form
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(A. 19) <t    uaTaßiX)nßmdT —   I   Ua.ßTaßix)d^di2 = 0.
J      N d N

Because of the boundary condition (A.5) the first integral in (A. 19) vanishes.

Since Taßii) = Pímd, the remaining integral can be written in the form

(A.20) f \(ua,ß + Uß,a)Taßmd^de.
J N

By substitution from (A.10), it is found that

(A.21)      f \2(TX2W)2 + KPiid, - 7W))2 + |(1 - 2(r)(ro(>(1,)2]d£1d£2 = 0.
J a

Since 1 — 2cr>0, it is then necessary that

(A.22) TaßiX) = 0

Thus Saint-Venant's hypothesis has been proved for the finite displacement of

thin rods.
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